
Testimonials

about the Matrix Drops Computer & Matrix Drops

Dr. Hovik Gukasyan –
researcher in pharmaceuticals – USA

„Emotions are on a higher status than intellect/mind.
MDC helped in recognizing my emotional traps and
strengths. What I read there deeply touched my soul.”

Dr. Franz Meister – doctor – Germany

„The multi-dimensional vision of MDC showed a way
out of the most difficult time of my life. Both in my
clinic and in my own health, I was actually in a very
troublesome situation. Reading the MDC statements
made me think about and recognize my faults, so it
gave me inspiration to make a drastic change in my
lifestyle”

Mr. Bela Lukacs – naturopath

For a long time, I’ve known that all information about
me resides inside of me. However, most of them I
couldn’t recognize and to whomever I turned –
psychologists, alternative therapeutic practitioners,
astrologists – nobody was able to uncover them, bring
them to the surface. The MDC did just that. Due to
what I was able to learn about myself, I managed to
recognize and get rid of my delusions and develop a
new life.

Dr. Muszev Dancso – lawyer – Bulgaria

“When I read the analysis of the computer, I felt that I
am talking to myself, to my own soul. My desires have

been fulfilled, I could look into myself, explore my
values, and I could talk to my soul. With the help of the
MD I perfectly can manage stress and conflicts.”

Laszlo Szerenyi – opera singer – Hungary

„Understanding the MDC concept gave me a new
frame of mind. Using the MD I became capable of
extraordinary things. Creativity, and talent have been
released from me. Due to the balance in my soul and
overall happiness I am reaching unexpected hights in
my professional life as well.”

Anzhelika Varha – business professional/owner –
Ukraine

„MDC provides a way out of every situations in life. I
have been using MDC and MD, for a year now to
create my family ’s, my friends’ and my own
emotional, and spiritual harmony. In many cases MDC
showed future problems, and problems that had
happened in the past, even as far back as my
childhood. The computer can see my problems that
have not yet occurred for weeks and months in
advance allowing me the opportunity to avoid them”

Imre Solymosi – AT&T associate director - USA

ADVERSE EFFECTS OF ELIMINATEDJETLAG

Thanks to Matrix Drops #915, during our 6-day long
trip to Florida from Hungary, we had felt fresh, upbeat
and were not affected by the adverse effects of Jetlag.
This allowed me to more effectively build new
friendships with colleagues at my company, and,
during meetings with members of the executive
management of the business, I was able to stay sharp
and focused. To sum it up, we enjoyed every minute
of the trip in the exquisite surroundings.
Even more remarkable was the fact that after arriving
back home, I didn’t fall victim to the way too familiar
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sudden wave of drowsiness and sleepiness due to the
Jetlag effect that’s so common after a transatlantic
journey.
Both my wife and I used up an entire bottle of Matrix
Drops #915 in each direction of the trip. Per specific
instructions, we started taking the drops in the evening
prior to our departure for Florida and continued to
take them approximately hourly during the trip until
we consumed the entire bottle. We followed the
same regimen on the way back.
From now on, every journey spanning multiple time
zones I will embark on equipped with Matrix Drops
#915, so I can prevent the unwanted side effect of
travel referred to as Jetlag. Thank you for this simple,
yet so effective preventive remedy!

Nikos Salamonides – Hair stylist professional -
Hungary

#407 MATRIX DROPS SOLVING EMOTIONAL
TENSIONS AND BLOCKS CAUSED BY INSOMNIA

Out of all the Matrix Drops essences my first
fascinating personal experience was with the #407
Drop.

Recently, I was preparing for a long flight with my
daughter. It is extremely hard to put her to sleep on
these trips, flights since there’s always something new
keeping her up and disturbing her sleep. As usual, I
turned to the #407 Matrix Drops which had been
clearly selected by the Matrix Drops Computer
preceding our trip. One night, right before the trip I
was watching Doris, who was missing her Mom
terribly. Her mom was working late therefore my
daughter couldn’t fall asleep. It did occur to me to use
the #407 Drop in a scenario like this. I gave her the
drops just like I would give her water (it’s well-known
that it doesn’t contain chemicals) and not once
mentioned her the possible results. Within the next 10
minutes she fell asleep fast as a little kitten after finding
the right position. She slept through the whole night
peacefully.
I recommended the same #407 Matrix Drops to one
of my entrepreneur friends. He was complaining
about his insomnia and restlessness after a long,
stressful, and hectic daily work load. I gave him the
same Matrix Drops, which was the same that my
daughter took that particular night. His insomnia of
many years vanished that very same night. Ever since
he has been sleeping well and wakes up rested.

Remarkably, due to the positive effects of the Matrix
Drops, and #407 in particular, the next day people
wake up in a good mood and well rested, which sets
the tone for the whole day and contributes to a great
attitude towards work and assists in performing at the
peak.

Before I shared these experiences with my friends, I
didn’t realize that almost everyone was dealing with
the same problem. Ever since, the #407 Matrix Drops
has been unbelievably popular.
Try it! You won’t regret it!
The other day I received a feedback regarding the
#407 Matrix Drops:
„Dear Wizard, this ’Drop’ is such a winner that you
have made me curious to find out more about the
others. If this is so powerful, the Matrix Drops
Computer analysis is worth a try. I don’t know what
Matrix Drops is but I love it already! Thank you very
much!”

Steve Hrepka – Ireland

MATRIX DROPS MIRACLES IN THE ANIMAL
WORLD

It is rare to see a farmer that maintains a huge
operation with love and full commitment to each and
every animal kept there. We met with a remarkable
Irish family to whom we had introduced András
Kovács-Magyar’s quantum physical invention.
Since this initial meeting they experienced the Matrix
Drops Protocol’s miracle first hand as well. After a
transformational and positive personal change, farmer
Kevin decided to give a try with Matrix Drops on his
animals.

Kevin maintains more than 100 cows in his farm. On
average, only ninety make it to the age when cows
become fertile and are able to bear calves. Initially
Kevin administered the Matrix Drops on those cows
expecting calves. "The recommendation was three
types of Matrix Drops, one for the period the cow is
expecting, and one for the birth giving cow, and the
other for the period after the birth of the calf",
recounted Kevin.

After Kevin started applying Matrix Drops he observed
his cows being more active and alert while all their
calves were born in peace, healthy and without
serious complications. At that point he knew that
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everything would be all right since the first born calves
had an easy birth, while with time it became evident
that the posterity to follow would have an easy birth as
well. All the offspring of cows treated with Matrix
Drops stood up and right away started doing the usual
things that calves do, ranging from eating to nursing
and being much more active and energetic than usual.
Ninety of his cows gave birth to calves in such a
miraculous manner. In recent years, cows giving birth
had to face many complications during labor, a hard
period for every cattle farmer. Nevertheless, a huge
change came about to the surprise of many when,
even more remarkably, two of Kevin's cows gave birth
to twin calves without complication, which is a highly
unusual scenario.

After these initial results, Kevin decided to continue
strengthening his cows’ health. With the help of
Matrix Drops he intends to avoid the harmful
secondary effects of cattle vaccinations and starters,
such as calf formula.

We would like to share another delightful story with
our Dear Readers. A senior citizen woman dutifully
purchased between 60-80 chickens to grow them,
raise and care for them for her family's consumption to
avoid commercial hormone treated poultry.

Not too long ago, she turned to us for help to save her
chickens because many died and the remaining few
were in a very unstable state. They were weak and
were not eating. Since her chickens were housed at a
single location, one virus could have killed most of her
stand. After having reviewed the facts and consulted
with our office personnel, we chose Matrix Drops
number 346 to remedy the chickens’ health. During
initial treatment of the chickens with Matrix Drops,
their initial weight was between 1-1.5 kg. After a two
week treatment period, the chicken farmer reported
no deaths and also recounted births of healthy chick
hatchlings that had good appetite.

Within the two week treatment period, they gained
approximately 0.5 kg. Most of the chickens rapidly
reached over the 2 kg cutting weight, which was a
phenomenally above average performance compared
to prior years and even other commercial farms.

We recommend everybody not only to use the
amazing Matrix Drops on themselves and their close
relatives, but to treat their favorite pets and plants.

Gabriella Flori – architect – USA

LIVING A THANKS FORCOMPLETELY NEW LIFE
MATRIX DROPS

There was a lady using the ‘Drops’ for a while already.
However, her husband was still skeptical. One
morning they had a quarrel. The lady was much more
heated, than what the situation would have warranted
normally. She was just not able to handle her
emotions. She was overreacting, struggling, and
fighting. It was not the first time that this was
happening.

She knew, that the Matrix Drops Computer measures
the actual emotional blocks, internal and external
traumas of our being, just as the unbalanced
behaviors at the very moment of the scan. The
computer selects the adequate Drops based on the
needs of each individual. The computer had
identi f ied the problem. The accuracy was
unimaginable. She read her feelings reflected on the
screen, to the outmost accuracy, better than how she
could have ever put them into words by herself. She
did buy the recommended Matrix Drops right away,
and started taking them. Then she went to work, then
home and had a wonderful, relaxing goodnight sleep
the very same night. The next day she woke up
perfectly rested. She felt completely a new person.

She has been regularly visiting places since she was 20
to handle her emotional problems, to keep her life
manageable, so she did not even remember how the
sleep through the night and wake up rested.
Throughout her life, she was dealing with constant
pain in the belly area, but this morning was different.
The pain was totally gone and vanished like it had
never even been there.

Her muscles were relaxed and well rested. She said to
me later that day, that before it, she felt like she had a
bag of soil inside. But from this morning that same part
of her body has felt healed and cleansed. This feeling
was very much like she felt when watching TV ads
about shampoos, with beautiful, clean, shiny, airy hair,
blown by the breeze. Her husband noticed the
changes immediately and even remarked on her
surprising attitude change. Hearing it she decided to
tell him the whole story from the beginning. She said
following their morning conversation she went to have
herself scanned because she knew it would work
surprisingly well. She always wanted to change and
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she has realized the time has come. Her husband was
still skeptical. But she just went on and told him how
well the computer had described her physical, mental
and emotional state. He asked her to mention some
points from the analysis. So she did.

By the time she finished he was astonished. He could
not believe what he just heard. It was shocking
because the test result was very precise not only about
her feelings, but it gave an exact description about
what the outsiders experienced and felt about her,
and her behavior. The husband got under the effects
of what he just experienced and heard. He asked her
wife to explain it again how the whole method works.
Listening to her, his perspective of the Matrix Drops
Protocol had changed forever. Her whole story
impressed him deeply. A day earlier he would not
have believed that all these changes could ever
happen.

This lady has been living a completely new life since.
Using the drops she was able to identify and look at
the real source of her frustration from the past. Thus,
by now she is able to separate the impact of her past
from impressions in the present, which means that her
reactions reflect real situations, not strained
memories. She is 45 years old. For the past 25 years
she was struggling with relationship and job issues and
going through a so called “survival mode”. Now she is
able to change the punishing attitude thanks to the
Matrix Drops Computer and Matrix Drops of Andras
Kovacs-Magyar.

Victoria Magyar – Lawyer – USA

THE MATRIX DROPS COMPUTER IS OUR
INTERNAL WORLD’S PORTAL

I called the Matrix Drops Computer (MDC) our
internal world’s portal that provided me with
individualized multi-dimensional guidance.
Pythagoras’ world view, models, and maps are only
good for earthly orientation; yet they don't explain
emotional and spiritual heights. With the Matrix
Drops Protocol (MDP) I came to understand that even
the most modern period is not technicality, but rather
an approach.

The “killing protections” and the avoidance of harmful
effects, as explained by the MDP, brought unusual
liberation into my life.

The misbelief of avoidance of sunlight must be
communicated to people since the biggest obstacle
for D vitamin generation are sun protecting factors
found in creams and lotions.

Being exposed to harmful, negative earth resonances,
radiation initiate malignant processed and can have
chaotic impact on our energy structure and nearly all
organs. Gluten, milk, egg-white, sugar, hormone
treated animal meat are the destructive and non-
nutritional substances accumulating in us and could
be the source of autoimmune illnesses.

Nowadays many people recognize and acknowledge
side effects of vaccinations that result in health energy
and information disturbances.

I have experienced all of the above on my own skin,
but with the help of the MDP I learned a way out of the
problems. It is not easy to put down our old lifestyle
and pleasant (but harmful habits), but the influence of
the MDP, their seduction fades away. Pursuant to this, I
even manage to maintain my ideal weight, since I
purged the aforementioned non-nutrients from my
diet.

The followers of eugenics manipulate populations.
Some examples are genetically modified food
consumption, and usage of synthetic chemicals by the
food industry. I admit that in our modern, changed
environment we are forced to build up our personality
through these new approaches. However, when I first
felt that my mind irradiated by the MDP approach, I
immediately started walking on my life culture’s new
path. I put down my old ways of thinking since they
did not reflect today’s reality. Instead of being bound
as a seeker of sentiment, emotional and spiritual
labyrinths, I build on truth, trust and self-confidence as
the function of my highbrow and self-portrait. In
today’s society, people are their own biggest enemy
because they don’t know themselves well.

Unknown until the advent of the MDP, our
quintessential being, strength as well as weaknesses,
delusions, and actual fate tasks, are phenomenally
revealed.

We recommend putting down old viewpoints,
persuasions and misbeliefs with the MDP guidance,
and create new habits to achieve a successful, happier
and balanced life.
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“To receive something of value from life, you must do
something you have never done before. Change!”
The MDC was born to awaken our self-recognition,
correspondence and to teach us to enjoy the process
of acquiring knowledge.

To the contrary of all the above, we can try to
recognize a phenomena that has been going on for
decades. Most of knowledge acquired in modern
education is not benefiting the human character or
spiritual progress, but rather serves the evolution of
industry and business. In other words, if someone has
a strong educational background it does not
necessarily mean that this person is practical. The
secret of our success is not measured in quantity, but
rather in quality. The knowledge we represent
depends on our quality of life and our self-recognition.
The process by which the MDC opens the gates to
achieving this promise is a truly unique power.

People who are emotionally balanced are able to
discover the infinite nature of their personality, and
strongly believe in getting to know the infinity of
character of people around them. Cynic individuals
neither believe in themselves, nor trust others. The
MDC only suggested me those intricacies that my
spirit was willing to bring to the surface from my
subconscious, then it carefully selected the Matrix
Drops to gently facilitate the change process.

Adriana Magyar – architect – USA

MATRIX DROPS PROTOCOL BROUGHT
ENLIGHTENMENT INTO MY LIFE

The Matrix Drops Protocol brought enlightenment
into my life. Since I have been practicing the protocol,
I find it easier to express my intrinsic values. The
essence of our personality is revealed through
creation. This could mean music, painting ,
architecture, sculpturing, or even inventing. The
Protocol brings to light feelings, thoughts and
emotional aptitudes that words cannot describe.

People from numerous regions of the world are
becoming and embracing the state of being trapped in
a purely consumer based society. Being able to buy
whatever one wants at a whim or primal impulse to
call attention on self with materialistic accumulated
things does not and will not ever define a person.

Such people have already forgotten how happiness
comes from creation and mostly repeat themselves or
imitate others. In a society where such understanding
is the norm, it becomes very difficult to become a
creator since everything works against the desire or act
of creation.

A dynamic person is valuable both for their thoughts as
well as for their feelings, and expresses desires through
creation; furthermore, only this gives them pleasure
with satisfaction while consumption is only secondary.
Those that choose the self-realization’s active side,
they have to work very hard for it. As far as I am
concerned, the reward is not going to be superficial,
but rather something that everybody wishes for - pure
happiness.

I believe that if two happy and creative people meet,
this interdependence can bring about one of
humanity´s most powerful capabilities - love. Every
other orthogonal attempt is a projection. I think it is
not possible to make an unhappy person happy
without starting within, self. Happiness arises from
within us. I am sure if two truly happy people meet,
together they are capable of rising to higher levels,
towards eternity.

How the Matrix Drops Protocol contributed to this? It
helped me find self-recognition with which I could
easily spread my wings. This is why we need to ignite
that internal light to enlighten our very soul.
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